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ABSTRACT

Deviant behavior in online social systems is a difficult problem to address. Consequences of deviance include driving off
users and tarnishing the system’s public image. We present
an examination of these concepts in a popular online game,
League of Legends. Using a large collection of game records
and player-given feedback, we develop a metric, toxicity index, to identify deviant players. We then look at the effects
of interacting with deviant players, including effects on retention. We find that toxic players have several significant predictive patterns, such as playing in more competitive game
modes and playing with friends. We also show that toxic
players drive away new players, but that experienced players
are more resilient to deviant behavior. Based on our findings,
we suggest methods to better identify and counteract the negative effects of deviance.
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INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we examine the impact of deviance on retention in the online multiplayer game League of Legends. Deviance can be defined as an aberration from normative behavior. Norms are shared ways of feeling, thinking and behaving [15]. Deviation from norms can lead to rejection of the
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deviant [27] and to decreases in a group’s cohesion [31] and
performance [11].
The phenomenon of deviance has been explored in the past
in both offline (see [14] for a review) and online settings.
Research suggests that deviance is quite common in virtual
groups [7][9]. Greater anonymity in a virtual environment
has been linked to increased deviance [8][24], and at the same
time may lead to an enhanced awareness of group-specific
norms [17]. If group-specific norms encourage disruption,
then an individual could adhere to their group’s norms by deviating from community norms. Designers of online systems
are motivated to decrease deviance because deviance is assumed to have a negative impact on user retention[2][20][7].
User retention is important online because virtual groups,
from guilds in online games to Wikipedia editors, suffer from
high turnover [10][23].
Since retention is so important online, and deviance poses a
threat to that retention, system designers have attempted to
decrease deviance in a variety of ways. Many forums utilize
surveillance techniques to decrease deviance. Moderators review posts to their forums and may alter or delete inappropriate posts or even remove members who repeatedly violate
the forum’s rules. Some designers have developed more creative solutions to deal with a deviant user, including “hellbanning” the user by making all of that user’s actions invisible to
others [2]. As a result, the user is seemingly ignored by the
entire community. Other techniques to dissuade deviance include allowing other users to rate specific artifacts created by
their peers and to report violations when they occur. A popular extension of user-rated comments is to automatically hide
comments receiving mostly negative votes. In many online
games, including League of Legends, players can send reports about disruptive players to moderators who review the
report and dole out punishments if necessary.
Another technique that is commonly used to decrease deviance is reputation systems. Reputation systems decrease

the ephemeral consequences of poor online interaction by
creating a reputation that follows a user or player. This is
in contrast to applying ratings to individual comments, inventories or other system-specific artifacts. These reputations
are based on ratings by other users. Reputation systems have
proven effective online; positive reputations on Ebay have
been linked to improved performance [26]. The threat of the
“shadow of the future” is used by reputation systems. Ratings persist from one interaction to the next, threatening to
harm future interactions [25]. These systems simultaneously
punish deviant users and allow other users to avoid them.
Riot, the developer of League of Legends, has put substantial effort into studying player deviance, and has focused on
a type of deviant behavior it labels as “toxic”. Riot defines
“toxicity” as any behavior that negatively impacts other players’ experiences [30]. Toxic behavior is a subset of deviant
behavior and is often considered “un-sportsmanlike”. It includes a large range of behaviors, such as sending offensive
messages or intentionally helping the opposing team. However, specific definitions of toxic behavior may be situational
to subsections of the community.
In an effort to reduce toxic behavior, Riot has implemented
a system called the Tribunal, which allows players to judge
player behavioral reports of suspected toxic players [29]. Riot
has also experimented with exposing players to a variety of
messages while a match is loading. By varying message text
and color, Riot has found that certain combinations decreased
reports of deviance by up to 10% [20]. This demonstrates that
subtle design decisions and interventions can be effective in
influencing deviant behaviors.
Deviant behavior in League of Legends is complex and embedded in community norms. Some segments of the user population may have different expectations around use of profanity or giving commands. It is important to note that the reporting system used by Riot indicates behavior that is considered
deviant - if cursing is acceptable, a player will not report their
teammate for it. Because the Tribunal has players review the
behavior of other players, a reported player is being flagged to
be evaluated by peers according to community norms. Riot
provides suggested guidelines for evaluating behavior [28],
but determining acceptable behavior is ultimately situational.
Present Study

In order to address problems related to deviance, we first need
to detect and identify deviant behavior. We can then explore
the effects of this behavior on users. One specific concern to
social system designers is user retention, and measuring the
effect of deviance on retention is an important part of assessing it as a threat.
The present study examines deviance and retention in League
of Legends. First, we develop a metric based on indications
of deviant behavior in our dataset. We look specifically at
indications of toxic behavior, as it is the most concerning type
of deviance in League of Legends. We examine our metric in
several situations, looking for situations where toxic behavior
differs. We then perform a regression with this metric and
several in-game behavior measures to look for predictors of

players leaving the game. We explore the findings of this
regression with regard to social and structural factors in the
game, and use this to draw conclusions for the design of other
games and social systems.

BACKGROUND: LEAGUE OF LEGENDS

League of Legends is a game which is played in many independant matches. In each match, two teams of five players
compete on a symmetric map to destroy the opposing team’s
objectives while defending their own1 . League of Legends
has a large global player base, with about 12 million active
players daily [21]. Teams are often made up of strangers
who will never play together again. Effective communication and teamwork are important factors in winning a match,
and a lack of cooperation often leads to losing a match [28].
This need for cooperation and communication with teammates makes a player’s experience highly dependent on social
interactions with other players.
League of Legends has several different game modes. Teams
are composed of players who choose one of over one hundred
characters, and characters can be classified into roles.2
In each match, players control a single character. With their
character, they must destroy the enemy structures while defending their team’s structures. During a match, players unlock abilities and purchase items which make their character
and their teammate’s characters stronger. Players must use
reflexes, knowledge of the game, and cooperation to defeat
the enemy team. An average match lasts 31 minutes, but can
range from 20 to 60 minutes or more. League of Legends
tracks many statistics through each match, including number of kills of enemy characters, number of deaths of each
player’s character, and number of assists (helping a nearby
teammate score a kill). Kills reward gold, and assists reward
gold in addition to the gold given for a kill, increasing the
team’s total reward and encouraging cooperation.
The primary game mode is called “normal” (or “unranked”)
mode. Normal is the most popular game mode, and in it
a player’s skill rating is hidden. A second game type is
“ranked” mode, where players are given a public skill rating.
Winning or losing a match in this mode will alter this rating,
which is visible to other players and friends. This mode is
often considered more competitive, and fewer players participate. It is also restricted to only allow maximum level players.
The final game mode is “co-op vs. AI” - a mode where players fight computer-controlled enemies. Each game mode has
different expectations and social norms around it, and many
players play primarily a single mode. Co-op vs. AI mode will
not be discussed further. It represents a qualitatively different
game experience because there are not two teams of human
players.
1
The limited popularity of other game modes excluded them from
our analyses. They are not discussed in this work.
2
Each character in League of Legends has a distinct set of abilities,
but differences at the level of individual characters do not affect this
work and will not be discussed.

Matchmaking

In League of Legends, players are matched with teammates
and enemies based on three factors: experience, player skill,
and grouping. The matchmaking system attempts to make
“fair” matches for each game, so both teams have an equal
probability of winning when the match begins.
Experience: Players who have a similar amount of experience with the game are matched together. Players earn experience points for each match they play and these points advance a player’s level until they reach the maximum level
of 30. Players gain levels at a relatively consistent rate per
match, so below level 30, player level is a reasonable proxy
to “number of matches played.” League of Legends has a
steep learning curve, and giving players a level to indicate
experience helps reduce frustration for newer players.
Player Skill: The matchmaking system also tries to match
players with similar skill levels. This matchmaking system is
based on Elo, a rating system initially designed for chess and
commonly used in online competitive games [12]. Thus players who have won more matches, or matches against harder
opponents, will be matched against more skilled opponents in
the future.
Grouping: Finally, the matchmaking algorithm attempts to
match groups of players who have queued (joined a match)
together against other groups who have queued together [32].
While the impact of this is smaller than other factors, the
matchmaking algorithm is designed with the assumption that
players who queue together will play more effectively than
strangers who are grouped together.
Character Roles

Characters are classified into roles based on a character’s ability set - each character has four abilities, and these abilities
can emphasize damage-dealing, defense or utility. Character roles can be defined as carry, defender and support. We
further divide these roles based on community norms, as follows:
Role

Carry
AD

AP

Defender
Bruiser

Support

Tank

Carry is split between ‘AP’ and ‘AD’, named for their ingame damage type. Both roles deal lots of damage but
have low survivability. ‘Tank’ and ‘Bruiser’ are both highsurvivability roles. Tanks tend to have abilities that stun or
control other characters, while bruisers are durable but also
do substantial damage. The ‘Support’ role specializes in utility and control abilities, such as a ‘stun’ ability which causes
an enemy to be unable to act for a few seconds. Supports often rely on cooperation with teammates playing other roles to
best make use of their abilities.
Team composition in League of Legends is quite flexible.
Each player’s roles are chosen at the start of each match

Figure 1. A screenshot of Duowan’s add-on software. 1) Thumbs-up and
thumbs-down scores. 2) Player’s favorite characters. 3) Game modes
and win statistics. 4) Recent match history.

through team discussion. One group may have five carries,
while another has four defenders and a support. Game knowledge and tactical decisions both contribute to group composition, and team cooperation is an important factor in winning
a match.
METHODS
Dataset

Data was collected through a software add-on made by
Duowan3 . The add-on creates a reputation system for League
of Legends players on a game server in China. Whenever a
player using the add-on played a match, statistics for all players in that match were recorded by the add-on. The dataset
contains 2.5 million players playing 18.25 million matches
across three months. Players in the data set have played an
average of 67.26 matches during the data collection period.
The data collected by Duowan and used in this study is public data, and our analysis was performed without intervention,
and without handling any private data.
In addition to game statistics, the dataset also contains feedback for each player, given by other players using the addon. This feedback is either positive (“Player is a good player,
have a thumbs up.”) or negative (“I don’t want to play a match
with Player in the future.”), and is displayed in chat for all
the players at the end of the match. The message is clearly
labeled as coming from the add-on, and the feedback given
is stored by the add-on and displayed on a player profile on
Duowan’s site.
Because the data was only collected from games where at
least one user is using the addon, the method of data collection risks missing some matches played. We were able to
compute an estimate of the percentage of collected matches,
and found that 91.6% of matches played between the first and
last sighting of a player were tracked by the add-on. Because
newer players are less likely to use the add-on, we suspect that
3

www.duowan.com

most players missed in our dataset were very low level. This
is the primary reason we do not look at the retention patterns
of very new players in this work.
Toxic Behavior Detection

A survey on the Duowan’s forums asked players to choose
the reason that best fit why they have given players a thumbsdown [1]. Posted in July of 2012, the survey presented nine
responses. However, because the survey was in Mandarin
Chinese and used game-specific terminology, responses were
translated and clustered by the authors into a smaller set of
categories. The majority of the 138 participants (78.23%)
stated that they would give a thumbs-down for various deviant behaviors, including verbal abuse (outside of socially
acceptable cursing or yelling), refusing to continue to play a
match and helping the enemy team win. A minority (16.98%)
stated that thumbs-down was given to players who did not
perform well in the match. The remaining responses indicated that some users never give thumbs-downs. The categories we consider to be deviance-related are the same as the
types of reports that Riot collects regarding player behavior
that indicate a violation of either community or group norms.
This means that thumbs-downs are mostly given for deviant
behavior. Thus we believe that thumbs-downs are a reasonable proxy for measuring deviance.
To identify players in our dataset that exhibited deviant behavior, we developed a metric using the thumbs-up and
thumbs-down ratings that a player received. These counts
were given on a weekly basis, so we looked at the changes in
a player’s scores for each week as an indication of deviant behavior. A metric was developed that combined the two scores
as a way to compare between players. Called toxicity index,
the metric was based on the ratio of thumbs-down to thumbsup during a given week. Because players participated in a
varying number of matches, we added a normalization factor
(1 for thumbs-down and 4 for thumbs-ups) to the resulting ratio to reduce the likelihood of having extreme scores from a
small number of matches. The constants for the normalization factor were tuned by hand, by examining the distribution
of resulting toxicity indexes in our sample. We also excluded
players who participated in fewer than ten matches during a
given week, because a player with a small number of matches
would have few thumbs-up and thumbs-downs given, which
we felt gave us low confidence for making inferences about
their general behavior.
The final formula for player toxicity index was defined as follows:
thumbs-down + 1
toxicity index =
thumbs-up + 4
We expected that players exhibiting more deviant behavior
would have a high ratio of thumbs-down to thumbs-up scores,
based on the reasons for giving a thumbs-down in the survey
above.
Our dataset had several factors and limitations that influenced
the toxicity index. For many of our questions, we sampled
players from matches during a particular week. For these
players, we calculated their toxicity index in the previous

week and used it as a predictor of behavior during the studied week. Because we could not determine specific matches
where thumbs-ups or thumbs-downs were given, scores from
the previous week were used to prevent a conflation of predictors and outcomes.
Another limitation was that a player’s teammates could only
give a thumbs-up to the player when they had won a match,
and a thumbs-down when they lost. A concern might be
“What if deviant players are just good at the game?”. An
Elo-based matchmaking system is unlikely to allow players
to maintain a win-ratio that is far from .5, and to address
this concern, an analysis was performed assessing player winratios. The analysis found an average win:loss ratio of .4961,
with a standard deviation of .0633. Given that active players
in our dataset have a mean of 30 and a median of 20 matches
per week, this is an imbalance of only a few wins or losses
for most players.
HYPOTHESES

Broadly, we have several hypotheses that can be split into two
research questions:
1. What factors predict a high toxicity index?
2. What factors predict quitting or continuing to play the
game?
Toxicity Index

We had several hypotheses to test with this metric. We hypothesized that the type of game modes played, a player’s
role in a match, attributes of a player’s teammates and overall
experience with the game will affect a player’s toxicity index. Since competitiveness and aggression are highly correlated [6] and aggression can be considered a type of deviance,
we predicted that players in more competitive game modes
would act more deviantly. Ranked matches are considered
more competitive because by playing them, a player’s ranked
Elo is prominently displayed and publicly available. Additionally, high-Elo players can earn rewards for their account.
Hypothesis 1.1: Players who primarily play more
competitive game modes will have a higher toxicity index than players who play primarily less competitive
game modes.
To test this, we generated toxicity indexes for 139,855 ranked
players and 201,145 unranked players from matches in our
dataset. All players were level 30. We then compared toxicity
indexes based on the game mode sampled from.
Similarly, we believed that the role a player chooses in a
match is related to the player’s level of deviance. The highdamage “carry” role can be viewed as the most competitive
role because both “AD” and “AP” characters focus on doing
lots of damage to enemy players. The primary goal of all
roles is competition with the opposing team, but carries often
compete within their own team to be the best damage-dealer.
Scoring a high number of kills or dealing a lot of damage is
a clear indicator of a successful carry, and a predictor of winning. Support roles can be viewed as the least competitive in
this regard. A successful support contributes to winning by

assisting and protecting their teammates, and by adapting to
team needs. The focus of supports is to cooperate with their
teammates and help them take objectives, and there is little
competition within teams to be the “best cooperator”. Defenders (including both Tank and Bruiser roles) must split focus between damage-dealing and protecting other members
of their team, and thus we predict an intermediate level of
competitiveness.
Hypothesis 1.2: Playing characters with mostly
damage-dealing abilities will predict the highest toxicity
index, and playing characters with cooperative or supportive abilities will predict the lowest toxicity index.
This analysis was applied to the same samples of players
selected for Hypothesis 1.1. For each sampled game, the
player’s toxicity index was added to the appropriate measure
based on the role of their selected character, split by game
mode. From this, the mean toxicity index was calculated for
each role.
Playing with friends should also impact the player’s perceived
deviance. Deviant behavior is more likely to be reinforced
when playing with a friend than with strangers, in turn increasing its frequency. Additionally, friends are likely to imitate each other’s deviant behavior through social learning,
which would also increase the frequency of deviance [3].
Hypothesis 1.3: Playing with friends will increase
the number of thumbs-downs given by non-friends.

not know effective playing strategies, or with players who
use strategies that disagree with their expectations. This increased frustration could lead to more deviant behavior [5].
We expect toxicity index to be a proxy to deviant behavior,
therefore:
Hypothesis 1.4 Players who have been playing
longer will have a higher toxicity index.
Retention

We were also interested in the relationship between deviance
and player retention. We considered two types of retention:
short-term and long-term. Being retained in the short-term
means continuing to play the current game session. Players
can play matches successively for as long as they wish, and a
continuous block of matches is considered a session. Longterm retention refers to either permanently quitting the game,
or leaving for an extended period. To better quantify these
cutoffs, we performed an analysis of time between the end of
one match and the beginning of the next. Referring to work
by Geiger & Halfaker [13] we plotted time between matches
on the bucketed log-scaled plot in Figure 2. For short-term
retention we chose a threshold of one hour: any time a player
has at least one hour between the end of a match and the beginning of the next, we assume they had ended their session.
This cut-off was chosen for several reasons. It is the same session duration used by Geiger and Halfaker in their Wikipedia
session analysis, and anecdotally, we as players feel it is a
reasonable and safely-inclusive cutoff; Someone might spend
fourty-five minutes waiting for friends to finish a concurrant
match, but taking more than an hour between matches indicates the player is doing something else. For long term retention we chose a threshold of one week. Any time a player
plays no matches for at least one week, we assume they have
either left the game permanently or are taking an extended
break.

We classified players as friends whenever they played two
or more matches together, on the same team, in the week
we measured their toxicity index. Because of the size of
the game’s player pool, the likelihood of two strangers being
incorrectly classified as friends in this system is extremely
low. A player’s friends could give them a thumbs-up after winning a match, and arguably would do so for different reasons than a stranger, so we were not able to use our
toxicity index here. Instead, we looked at the raw number
of thumbs-up and thumbs-down votes per match played in a
given week, and categorized players by the number of friends
they played with in that week. We assumed that friends would
not give thumbs-downs to each other, and divided the number
of thumbs-downs received by the number of strangers played
with during the week. Frequency of thumbs-ups received was
calculated to include friends. 10,000 players were sampled
for this analysis.

Though we consider several factors related to retention in our
regressions, we predict that playing with players who frequently exhibit deviant behavior will have a negative impact
on player retention. As mentioned earlier, deviance is assumed to have a negative impact on retention, and this is a
central question for our work. We expect this prediction to
apply to both short and long-term retention.

We also expected that a player’s long-term experience with
the game would impact the player’s rate of deviance. Players
who have played longer will have been socialized to the community norms [19]. In League of Legends, a player might
assume that some behavior is normative because deviant behavior is more memorable than non-deviant behavior [4]. A
player may exhibit this behavior in a later group where the behavior is considered deviant. Therefore, variations in group
norms and conflict between group and community norms may
lead to behavior being regarded as deviant. There are other
reasons to suspect that experienced players may act in deviant
ways. As players become more comfortable with the game,
they may become more easily frustrated by players who do

To discover factors that impacted retention, 341,295 players
were sampled from our dataset. The toxicity index was calculated for the selected players, as well as for every player they
encountered during a chosen week. For each match played,
we labeled players for whether it was their last match for both
short- and long-term retention; did the player quit the session or did they leave the game for an extended period after
that match? A binomial logistic regression was performed for
each type of retention on each player-match combination. In
addition to in-game performance statistics such as “number of
kills” and “did the player win the match?”, the player’s toxicity index and the average toxicity index of their teammates
(excluding themselves) were included in the regression. We

Hypothesis 2.1: Playing with teammates with a high
toxicity index will decrease retention.
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As predicted, players in the more competitive ranked matches
were associated with higher toxicity indexes than players in
normal matches. Thus, even though a more competitive attitude is the norm for players playing the ranked game mode,
players were exhibiting more deviant behavior than players in
normal mode matches.
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Figure 2. Distribution of time spent between matches.

Mean of Toxicity Index

Players were sampled and divided into into ranked
(n=139,855) and unranked (n=201,145) categories. All players were level 30. A plot of the mean toxicity index of the
players with standard error bars is shown in Figure 3. Ranked
players had an mean toxicity index of 0.41 with a standard
deviation of 0.27. Unranked players had an mean toxicity index of 0.32 with a standard deviation of 0.25. These groups
are statistically significantly different (t-test p < 0.001).
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Figure 3. Toxicity index and player role. AP and AD are versions of the
“carry” role. Tanks and Bruisers are types “defenders”.

also partitioned our regressions by player level. Since level
is a proxy to number of matches played, we consider players
who are not maximum level to be at a different stage of learning the game and learning community norms. This is supported by several game design decisions, including increased
character customization options for high-level players and by
limiting ranked mode to only be played by maximum level
players.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
RQ1: What factors predict a high toxicity index?

Hypothesis 1.1:
Players who primarily play more competitive game
modes will have a higher toxicity index than players who
play primarily less competitive game modes

Hypothesis 1.2:
Playing characters with mostly damage-dealing abilities will predict the highest toxicity index, and playing
characters with cooperative or supportive abilities will
predict the lowest toxicity index.
We classified 341,295 level 30 players according to role and
game mode. Figure 3 plots the mean and standard error of
toxicity index of different roles on the X axis. Both carry
roles in Figure 3 were found to have a relatively high toxicity
index. Bruisers (one type of defender) also had a high toxicity
index for unranked, and the highest mean toxicity index for
ranked. This disagreed with our hypothesis that both bruisers
and tanks would have lower toxicity than the carry roles. For
both ranked and unranked, supports had a low toxicity index.
Tanks also had a lower toxicity index, relative to AP, AD and
bruisers.
We performed an ANOVA for both the ranked and unranked samples and found significant differences between
them: Ranked (F (4, 139850) = 39.31, p < .001)) Unranked
(F (4, 201160) = 23.83, p < .001)). A Tukey’s HSD test
was performed between roles for each mode. For ranked, support was statistically significantly different than all other roles
(p < .05). No other roles had significant differences in ranked
mode. For unranked, support was significantly different from
AP, AD and bruisers (p < .05). The tank role was also significantly different from AP, AD and bruiser (p < .05). Tanks
and supports were not significantly different from one another
in unranked play.
Discussion

Roles were found to vary in average toxicity index. Hypothesis 1.2 predicted that the roles with the most damage-dealing
abilities would have the highest toxicity index. The least
competitive role, support, was associated with lower toxicity
levels than other roles in both ranked and unranked matches.
Tanks were found to have significantly lower toxicity indexes
than both carry roles in unranked matches, but were not significantly different in ranked matches. Bruiser mean toxicity
index was not significantly different from the more damagedealing roles in either game mode, and in ranked matches
bruiser had the highest toxicity index of all roles. Differences between bruisers and tanks went against our classifica-

Hypothesis 1.3:
Playing with friends will increase the number of
thumbs-downs given by non-friends.
Players were bucketed according to the average number of
friends they played with across all matches for a given week.
We expected bias in the number of thumbs-ups for players who frequently played with friends, because we expect
friends to be inclined to give each other thumbs-ups. Thus,
the rate of thumbs-up is the number of thumbs-ups received,
divided by the total number of players encounterd in the sampled time period. The thumbs-down rate is the number of
thumbs-downs received divided by the total number of nonfriends played with. A large number of players did not play
with any friends during the sampled week - these players
were put in bucket 0. Otherwise, players were bucketed by
the ceiling of the mean number of friends played with across
matches.
Figure 4 shows the mean and standard error plots for the
rate of thumbs-ups and thumbs-downs by number of friends.
We performed an ANOVA and found significant differences
(F (1, 9998) = 33.36, p < .001), and a Tukey’s HSD test
was performed to assess differences between buckets. For
thumbs-down, playing with 0 friends was significantly different from playing with either 1 or 2 friends (p < .05 for
both). For thumbs-up, playing with 0 friends was significantly different from all other buckets, and playing with 1
friend was significantly different from playing with 2 or 3
friends (p < .05 for all).
Discussion

Our analysis shows that playing with friends increases the
number of thumbs-downs a player recieves, especially for
players who on average play with 1 or 2 friends. A corollary
to this is that playing with friends is associated with higher
levels of deviance. Players may become socialized to display deviant behaviors through positive reinforcement from
friends. A player may experience a conflict between community norms and the norms of their group of friends - behavior
that deviates from community norms may be encouraged by
friends.
Hypothesis 1.4:
Players who have been playing longer will have a
higher toxicity index.
We also examined toxicity indexes based on the total number
of matches played. We computed the mean toxicity index for

Frequency of feedback

tion, which expected them to be similar. We suspect that this
difference stems from the way they are designed. The roles
have different specializations: Bruisers often have abilities
oriented towards dealing damage, while tanks generally have
abilities that are best used to protect teammates or survive incoming damage. While the grouping of bruisers and tanks
led to an incorrect prediction about bruisers, the idea that a
character’s ability set relates to the player’s toxicity index is
still reasonable. Importantly, these findings do not support or
discourage a causal relationship, where players who would
exhibit behavior leading to thumbs-downs are attracted to the
more damage-oriented characters and roles.
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Figure 4. Average number of friends on a team vs frequency of feedback
signals. Frequency is the rate of given thumbs-up or thumbs-down per
encountered teammate.

players, bucketed by total number of games played. However,
we found counfounds for addressing this hypothesis with our
data. Further analysis indicates that a lack of data about low
level players causes our normalization ratio to bias the mean
toxicity index. Because total thumbs-up and thumbs-down
measures will increase over time, mean toxicity index will
tend to move from a mean dictated by our base toxicity index
ratio to a mean that represents the community at max level.
This reaffirms the notion that the dataset’s collection methods discourage analysis involving low-level players. In other
explorations we control for this by selecting currently active
players, rather than assessing measures of whole user histories.
Discussion

While our dataset is not sufficient to explore this question, we
believe that the factors suggeting the hypothesis are still reasonable. There are several potential game-situations where
confidence in game-understanding may encourage deviant
behavior.
One common situation is when a player believes their team
can no longer win the match, leading them to quit by exiting
the game. This leaves their four teammates at a severe disadvantage. While their teammates may or may not agree with
this prediction, community norms dictate they should play it
out or end the game by team-vote. This is a scenario where a
player’s experience influences their confidence about a situation, and is used as a justification for their deviant behavior.
We would encourage future work to explore this concept.
Retention

Hypothesis 2.1:
Playing with teammates with a high toxicity index
will decrease retention.
A binomial logistic regression was performed to look at factors that predict short-term and long-term retention. This
regression was split into four categories in two dimensions:
short-term vs long-term, and level<30 vs level=30.

(Intercept)
Match Length
Win Current Match?
Average Teammate Toxicity Index
Player Toxicity Index
Player Level
Friends in Match
Player Level : Teammate Toxicity Index
Player Level : Players Toxicity Index
Player Toxicity Index : Teammate Toxicity Index

β
.873
-.231
.082
.011
.028
.078
.117
-.005
.032
-.009

Short Term Retention
Level < 30
Level = 30
SE
P
β
SE
P
.010 < .001
.960 .006 < .001
.010 < .001
-.194 .006 < .001
.010 < .001
-.016 .006
.004
.042
0.790
.032 .010 < .001
.046
0.545
.086 .016 < .001
.025
.002
.010 < .001
.120 .006 < .001
.050
0.923
.048
0.498
.028
0.738 -0.039 .018
.029

β
5.502
-.150
.113
-.351
.640
.394
.069
.618
-.276
-.189

Long Term Retention
Level < 30
Level = 30
SE
P
β
SE
P
.081 < .001 6.900 .088 < .001
.059
.011
-.074 .071
.298
.062
.067
.005 .073
.944
.178
.049
-.206 .112
.066
.269
.017
.370 .261
.156
.127
.002
.069
.003
.398 .101 < .001
.258
.016
.320
.388
.217
.385
.263 .296
.374

Table 1. Four logistic regressions corresponding to short term retention and long term retention. Positive β indicates a prediction of increased likelihood
of retention. Inputs are scaled. Variables omitted from certain regressions are left blank.

Short Term, Level < 30

Long Term, Level = 30

Match length was a significant negative predictor of short
term retention (β = −0.231, p < .001) meaning that longer
matches predicted a reduced likelihood of continuing the session. Winning the current match was a significant positive
predictor of continuing the session (β = .082, p < .001).
Level was a significant predictor as well - higher level players
were more likely to continue a session (β = 0.078, p < .002).
Number of friends in the current match was the final significant predictor (β = 0.117, p < .001). Playing with friends
increased the likelihood of continuing a session. The toxicity
index of the player or the player’s teammates was not a significant predictor of short-term retention behavior for players
below level 30.

Number of friends was the only significant predictor of longterm retention at level 30. (β = 0.397, p < .001). Playing with friends increases the likelihood of continuing to play
over long periods, and playing with more friends increases it
further. Surprisingly, toxicity index had no significant impact
on retention once a player reached level 30.

Short Term, Level = 30

For players who had reached level 30, a higher average toxicity index of their teammates increased the likelihood of continuing their session. And a player with a higher toxicity also
has an increased likelihood of continuing their session. However, when both a player’s toxicity index and their teammate’s
average index is high, players tend to end their session. There
are several possible interpretations for this finding, and it warrants further study. We suspect that deviant players may enjoy
deviant behavior, or at least are not deterred by any immediate
consequences, but that a clash between a high toxicity index
player and teammates with a high toxicity index may be frustrating enough to motivate taking a break.

Match length was also a significant predictor of discontinuing the session for level 30 players (β = −0.194, p <
.001). Unlike players under level 30, winning the match
predicted a decreased likelihood of continuing the session
(β = −0.016, p < .004). A high average toxicity index of teammates was a strong predictor of continuing the
session (β = .032, p < .001). Players with higher toxicity indexes were also more likely to continue a session
(β = .086, p < .001). Similar to players under level 30,
playing with friends was a strong predictor of continuing a
session (β = 0.120, p < .001). The positive prediction of
player-toxicity index and teammate-toxicity index is moderated when both factors are high (β = −0.039, p < .029),
showing that an all-around high toxicity index tends to predict that a player will end their session.
Long Term, Level < 30

Match length was a significant predictor of players below
level 30 taking an extended break from (or quitting) the game
(β = −.150, p < .011). A high toxicity index of teammates
was also a stronger predictor for driving these players to quit
(β = −.351, p < .049). However, a player with a higher
toxicity index was more likely to continue playing (β =
.640, p < .017), and players with a higher level (who had
played more matches over-all) were also less likely to leave
(β = .394, p < .002). Playing with friends had a smaller impact, but increased long-term retention (β = .069, p < .003).
A player’s level and their teammate’s toxicity had an interaction effect which suggests that higher level players were more
resilient to toxic teammates (β = .618, p < .016).

Discussion

Hypothesis 2.1 predicted that playing with teammates with
a high toxicity index will decrease both short term and long
term retention. We found that toxicity index had a variety of
effects on retention.

For long term retention, the story is a bit different. Players
who are below level 30 and have a high toxicity index are
more likely to continue to play League of Legends. Also,
playing with higher-than-average toxicity index teammates
predicts long-term departure: frustrating teammates can drive
off players who are learning the game. However, at level 30
players are more resistant to teammates with a high toxicity
index, and are not driven away from the game for long periods
by them.
Why are players below level 30 likely to be driven off when
players at max level are not? One possibility is a selection effect against players with low tolerance for toxic behavior. In
this situation, players must either develop tolerance for toxic
behavior or be driven off. While the regression indicates that
players with low toxicity indexes are more vulnerable to being driven off (supporting the notion of a selection effect),
it is unclear that toxicity is learned by the surviving players.
Future work could explore this dynamic.

Beyond toxicity index, the regression considers several other
factors which show predictive power. Playing with friends is
a consistent predictor of continuing to play the game, in both
the short-term and the long-term for players at all levels of experience. Even though playing with friends also corresponds
to a higher toxicity index, having friends to play with has a
clear impact on retaining players. Furthermore, for players at
maximum level, playing with friends was the only significant
predictor of long-term retention - having friends to play with
is more likely to keep an experienced player from leaving the
game.
Another factor effecting both short-term and long-term retention was match length. Not surprisingly, longer matches led
players to end their sessions. But longer matches were also
associated with a greater chance of players under level 30
quitting the game for good. Less experienced players may
have qualitatively different game experiences as they are not
just playing but also learning basics of gameplay and norms
around gameplay, and designers should consider this when
they design to acclimate new users. In League of Legends,
leaving in the middle of a match is discouraged both by community norms and by in-game warning messages, and players
who are unexpectedly kept in a long match may be upset if
staying causes (for example) schedule conflicts outside of the
game.
CONCLUSIONS AND DESIGN IMPLICATIONS

In this paper we examined the nature and effects of a concerning type of deviant “toxic” behavior in League of Legends,
a multiplayer online game. We developed a metric called
the toxicity index for measuring this type of deviant behavior
based on peer evaluations of other players, and we use it to examine several predictors of toxic behavior. We also used this
metric to explore the commonly held assumption that players
who exhibit this deviant behavior reduce the retention rates
of other players in the community.
Our findings support the notion that interactions with toxic
players decrease the retention rates of new players. Many
games have similar social design elements to League of Legends. Competitive first-person shooters often highlight teambased gameplay [16], and player-versus-player options in
MMORPGs are frequently team-based [22]. As such, our
findings regarding player retention have many implications
for designers of other systems.
Designers should take an active role in teaching and encouraging positive community norms, especially when interacting
with newer players. For example, designers can propose a set
of community norms in order to actively discourage common
behaviors that make the game less enjoyable for others. The
League of Legends “Summoner’s Code” [28] is on implementation of this approach.
Our study examined the effects of a signal for deviant behavior in an online game which encourages both competitive and
cooperative behavior. Our findings suggest that emphasizing
the cooperative aspects of the system instead of the competitive aspects may be one technique for decreasing deviant behavior. However, some users may be attracted to the system

because of its competitive aspects. It is important that interventions are designed to address deviant behavior directly,
rather than by simply decreasing competitiveness. This is
a problematic balance for designers because actions that are
perceived to be deviant by users can influence their retention.
We also saw a consistent link between playing with friends
and retention. Playing with friends was the most significant
predictor of improved long term retention for players who had
reached the maximum level in game. Designers should take
note of referral programs like League of Legend’s refer-afriend system, and should incentivise and facilitate in-game
activities with friends. This is consistent with findings of
social motivation in other domains, such as the finding that
relationships in blogging networks predicted better retention
rates when those relationships were actively maintained [18].
Though League of Legends has a “friends list”, our classification of friendships only consisted of users who played
games with one another. Future work should investigate more
closely the effects of different kinds of relationships on retention in a competitive space.
Limitations

In this work, variables were not experimentally manipulated
and thus causal inferences are limited. Future studies should
attempt to experimentally manipulate the factors found to be
significantly related to deviance and retention in order to clarify causative directions.
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